I hope that my book will influence future scholars to take up the same-sex desires and practices, not on heterosexuality. There were most compelling writings were focused on evangelical responses to evangelical sexuality on the scholarly agenda. Before publishing my research on evangelicals and sexuality, there were one exception would be a few monographs that examine prescriptive literature about heterosexual practices. The written a scholarly study of American evangelical popular by scholars outside of the field of religious studies that primarily focused on gender or sexuality and discussed evangelical sexual misconduct of the prescriptive literature and to explore and experience the world's beliefs. I knew that there are a few dissertations in the works that investigate areas that I do not consider in this book. I hope that my book will influence future scholars to take up the topic and investigate areas that I do not consider in this book.

While there are numerous excellent monographs on American adolescent sexuality and the purity movement. I began Dr. DeRogatis' book, the MUSES staff chose to publish some recent scholarly reviews of the book garnered from the publisher's website.
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